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This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 7th International Conference on Artificial Immune Systems, ICARIS 2008, held in Phuket, Thailand, in August 2008.
The 40 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 67 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on computational immunology, applied AIS, and theoretical AIS. Position papers and conceptual papers are also included.
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Office 2003 Application Development All-in-One Desk Reference For DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
8 books in 1, plus companion Web site with source code!
    Your one-stop guide to taking Office 2003 to the next level    

    So you’re an Office programmer, experienced user, IT professional, or developer. You know there’s lots of power in Office 2003 you’re not using. Help is on...
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Safety of Electromedical Devices: Law - Risks - OpportunitiesSpringer, 2010

	The book discusses the legal and technical requirements for manufacturers, designers and testers of electromedical devices. It describes which obstacles must be overcome to introduce a medical device on the European market, but also informs readers as to pitfalls and opportunities, and in which way safety can be achieved and product liability...
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The Flash Anthology: Cool Effects and Practical ActionScriptSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2004
Gone are the days when you could satisfy your clients with the creation of simple Flash effects using the timeline. Things have changed… a lot! Basic animated tweens aren’t enough any longer—people expect more now, from scalable and reusable scripted animation, to external data interaction.

The problem for most...
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Java™ Extreme Programming CookbookO'Reilly, 2003
Brimming with over 100 "recipes" for getting down to business and actually doing XP,
the Java Extreme Programming Cookbook doesn't try to "sell" you on XP; it
succinctly documents the most important features of popular open source tools for XP
in Java-- including Ant, Junit, HttpUnit, Cactus, Tomcat, XDoclet-- and...
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Strategic Patent Planning For Software CompaniesAlthos Publishing, 2004
This report discusses the current status of international patent protection with regard to computer-implemented inventions, explains why relying on copyright is inadequate, and discusses how software patents promote innovation.

Strategic Patent Planning for Software Companies looks at the current patent and licensing strategies...
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The Art of Debugging with GDB, DDD, and EclipseNo Starch Press, 2008

	
		Debugging is of central importance to successful software development, and yet many beginning programmers are unaware of the techniques they can use to reduce the time they spend finding and fixing programming errors. GDB, a popular open source debugger, allows a programmer to trace program execution line by line, set breakpoints,...
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